Abstract: Microcavities such as spheres or rings are resonant optical sensors which support whispering gallery modes (WGMs). In recent years WGM based sensors have been continuously improved with respect to sensitivity and detection limit. The conventional method to measure physical as well as biological quantities using WGMs is to record the resonance shift of a single resonator. To ensure high sensitivity, resonators with high quality factors, expensive ultranarrow-linewidth tunable laser systems, and piezoelectric positioning are necessary. All these requirements hamper operation beyond the laboratory environment. To overcome these limitations in previous work we presented a small and completely polymer based measurement system. We use an array of microspheres with slightly di erent diameters, taking advantage of the fact that every single microsphere has a di erent resonance behaviour. Using many spheres instead of a single one relieves the high demands on resonator quality and allows using inexpensive polymer spheres instead of high quality resonators. Here we show, that a xation of the spheres makes the device more robust with the result that the sensor is well suited for the determination of an unknown wavelength under di erent environmental conditions, for example in aqueous environment. This o ers the possibility to use the sensor in micro uidics in the future.
Introduction
In the 19th century Lord Rayleigh described the phenomenon of whispering gallery-modes in the St. Paul's Cathedral in London [1] . Visitors can talk to each other in a whisper along the whole gallery of the dome with a diameter of meter. The sound is an acoustic wave, which is guided close to the surface due to continuous re ection. A comparable e ect occurs for light waves. In optical resonators, that have a closed concave structure, such as rings, spheres or toroids, light waves can interfere constructively with themselves after one round trip. The corresponding wavelengths are resonance wavelengths and they are called whispering gallery modes too, similar to the sound waves in St Paul's Cathedral [2] . Neglecting losses such as scattering or absorption, the light would circulate in the resonator forever. If losses are present, the real lifetime is described by the quality factor (or Q-factor) of the resonator [3] . The Q-factor is proportional to the relationship between the energy stored in the resonator and the dissipation. Alternatively the Q-factor can quali ed by the ratio between resonance wavelength and the width of the resonance [2] . In recent years WGM based resonators are increasingly used as sensors, because changing the environment of the resonator, be it by adsorption of molecules [4] or variation in the temperature [5] , causes a resonance wavelength shift. The detection limit increases, if the detectable resonance shift becomes smaller. The larger the free spectral range (distance between neighbouring modes) and the narrower the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM), the easier a resonance shift can be detected. In the last few years WGM based sensors are continuously enhanced with respect to detection limit and sensitivity [6, 7] . Nevertheless the realised sensors are often large in size and complex for real world applications [8] . With the goal to realize a robust and easy to fabricate sensor, a completely polymer based sensor was developed [9] , based on a concept, rst presented by Schweiger et al. [10] [11] [12] [13] . The underlying principle is the following: An array of polymer micro-spheres is placed on a microscope slide or a prism. The microscope slide or the prism acts as a waveguide, when a laser is coupled to it. At the surface an evanescent eld is generated and the micro-spheres are placed in close proximity to this eld. Images of the array are taken at each wavelength step, when the laser is scanned. Only some spheres are in resonance at a given wavelength, because the spheres vary in size, see gure 1. The obtained values are used as a reference. To determine an unknown wavelength the intensity distribution of the array at the unknown wavelength is compared to the reference data. So the fundamental idea is to apply many resonators instead of just one and to take advantage of this multiplexing approach to minimize sensitivity losses compared to established systems. In this work, we demonstrate that the sensor approach can be used for wavelength detection in di erent environments, i.e. gases or liquids. Figure 2 shows a sketch of the realized sensor system. A tunable laser (TLB-6700, Newport Spectra-Physics GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany) is collimated and coupled under °to a PMMA substrate (with dimensions mm × mm × mm). The light is guided in the substrate due to total internal re ection. At the spots where the beam is re ected an evanescent eld is present. In this portion of the eld commercially available PMMA spheres (Bangs Laboratories, Indiana, USA) are placed with a random distribution and position. If necessary the spheres can be xed to the substrate [14] . The intensity distribution of the spheres is captured with a CMOS camera. The mean sphere diameter is µm (diameters between µm-µm). Since the sphere diameter vary only some spheres are in resonance when the laser wavelength is scanned to excite them. Therefore an individual spatial intensity sphere pro le belongs to each wavelength. Furthermore a suitable xation of the spheres on the substrate and a uidic cell were developed, to allow operation in a tubulent or windy environment. For the xation a UV curable resin (OG675, John P. Kummer GmbH, Augsburg, Germany) was used. It was spin-coated ( rpm for min) on the substrate and subsequently the spheres were pressed in the layer and the resin was cured for min at nm with an intensity of µW [14] . To ensure, that the light is still guided in the substrate by total internal re ection, the refractive index has to be smaller than the one of the PMMA spheres and the substrate. This requirement is ful lled, because the spin coated layer has a refractive index of 1.488 at a wavelength of nm. The uidic cell has two ports, one inward and one outward ow (see gure 3). The PMMA substrate with xed spheres is inverted and placed over the uidic cell channel in such a way, that the spheres are in the channel. The sealing was ensured by an O-ring.
Experimental Setup

Calibration
Before the sensor can be used to measure an unknown wavelength for example, it needs to be calibrated once. Therefore the laser is tuned from nm to nm in steps of . nm. The intensity pro le formed by the spheres is captured with the CMOS camera at each wavelength. Figure 4(a) shows the resonance spectrum of one exemplary sphere. The intensity pro les at all wavelengths are compiled to a modemap, shown in gure 4(b). An unknown wavelength can be determined by measuring the intensity pro le of the spheres at the unknown wavelength. Then this pro le is compared to the modemap via the correlation function r(λ) [9, 12] :
Here, I
DB j is the intensity of the j-th sphere in the modemap, I j the intensity of this sphere at the unknown wavelength and N the sphere number. The correlation function has a minimum at the unknown wavelength (see gure 5). 
Measurement
To demonstrate, that the sensor system can be used to determine an unknown wavelength in diverse surroundings, it was tested in air with and without a xation of the spheres and also in the uidic cell with and without water. For each con guration the laser was scanned twice. With the rst scan the modemap was build. Afterwards the correlation function was calculated for each wavelength of the second scan and the modemap. The resultant wavelengths are compared to the true wavelength values. Figure 6 shows the result for a sensor without xed spheres (a) and with xed spheres (b) and gure 7 in the uidic cell without water (a) and with water (b), respectively. Obviously the accuracy of the wavelength determination di ers between the di erent con gurations. To measure the accuracy A we use the following equation:
Here, λ i is the evaluated wavelength, λr is the real wavelength and M the number of scanning steps. Table 1 shows the accuracy for the di erent sensor congurations. The best results can be achieved in air without a xation, because in this case no disturbing xation layer is present. The adjustment of the xation layer thickness is a delicate issue [14, 15] . There is an optimal gap size between resonator and excitation source depending on sphere size, type of excitation source as well as refractive indices of resonator and gap medium [15, 16] . In case of an optimal gap the coupling between resonator and excitation source becomes maximal (called critical coupling) and the quality factor achieves its highest possible value [17] . The xation layer used in this work does not allowed a precise adjustment between resonator and source. Nevertheless we showed in [14] , that these disadvantages can partly be compensated by adding additional spheres. This fact can also be observed in gure 6. For the calculation of gure 6(b) as well as for gure 7(a) a sensor with xation layer was used. However the sensors di er in sphere number ( gure 6(b) N = and gure 7(a) N = ). Although the sensor in gure 7(a) was further adapted to a uidic cell the determination of unknown wavelength was more precise simply by applying more spheres. The precision of the wavelength determination in water is somewhat lower. Nevertheless as gure 7(b) shows, the trend is correct. So as mentioned above, it should be possible to improve the sensor sensitivity in uidic environments by adding more spheres or changing the sphere radius. Unfortunately the uidic cell used was too small to test this. The next version of our uidic cell will enable such tests in future.
The sensor array can also be used for temperature measurements. The calibration process is similar to the one explained above. The temperature is scanned in dened steps. A picture of the array is taken at each step and the intensity changes of all spheres are stored together in a modemap. To measure an unknown temperature the intensity pro le at this temperature is compared with the modemap by a correlation function:
DB j is the intensity of the j-th sphere in the modemap, I j the intensity of this sphere at the unknown temperature and N the sphere number. The correlation function has a minimum at the unknown temperature. We can reach a temperature sensitivity of . nm K − with our sensor [9] . Moreover the temperature scan in the calibration process can be replaced by a wavelength scan [11] .
Conclusion
We present a small-volume and completely polymer based measurement device for the determination of an unknown wavelength on the basis of the evaluation of optical resonances in polymer micro-spheres. We demonstrate that the device can be extended by a xation layer making the determination of an unknown wavelength in a wide range of environments feasible. For example the sensor can be adapted to a uidic cell to enable measurements in aqueous solutions. Moreover the sensor is inexpensive and easy to manufacture. The accuracy depends on several factors: the dependence on the number and mean size of the spheres in the presence or absence of a xation layer is discussed here and related to this the achievable Q-factor or coupling e ciency. Using many spheres lowers the demands on a precise adjustment of the xation layer thickness and the resonator quality. Currently the scanning step used for building the modemap limits the accuracy for the determination of an unknown wavelength and the scanning range restricts the possible wavelength region of the unknown source to be measured. The next steps are to build an advanced uidic cell, validate the sensor for measurement of other physical quantities, and develop a suitable functionalization for biosensing applications. Moreover it might be necessary to change the xation layer material for measurements in aqueous environments, because the quality factor of the spheres is higher the better the refractive index of the layer is matched to the refractive index of water [18] .
